Year 3 and 4 Challenges- Try to complete as many as you can. Please send us pictures or videos online if you can.

Musical Challenge
Pick a song you like. Rewrite the
song in a different musical style OR
write your own lyrics to change the
meaning of the song. Is your
version even better than the
original? Share your version with
someone else and play them the
original - ask for some feedback.
What did they like about their
favourite version?

Design Technology Challenge
Test your construction skills and
build the tallest tower you can to
support an egg using things you
find at home. The tallest chocolate
Easter egg measured 10.39m,
that’s a REALLY big egg!

Science Challenge
Stroop Effect
Make some flash cards each with the
name of a colour written on it, but using
a different coloured pen for each word.
For example pink written with a blue
pen. Ask someone to tell you the word
on each one and then do it again asking
them to tell you the colour. Which one
did they find the most difficult? When
our minds play tricks on us like this it’s
called the Stroop Effect.

Storytelling Challenge
Record your story and make your
very own audio book and share it
with a friend to enjoy.

Spelling Challenge
How many words can you make
with the letters from our school
name? (no plurals) KENNINGTON
PRIMARY SCHOOL

Space Challenge
Create a new planet Science,
nature and the environment
Create a new planet. Think about
all the things that your new planet
will have. How does it support life?
How many days are there in a
year? What grows on your planet?
Who lives on your planet and how
and what do they eat? Your
imagination is endless. Create a list
of facts, pictures and diagrams.

Writing Challenge
Sharpen your pencils and get writing!
Use these writing ideas to spark your
imagination, and get writing. 1: If you
could have any secret super power,
what would it be and why? 2: Write a
short story using these three words:
detective, piano, and pizza. Hint: Not
sure where to start? Try writing down
some ideas on a piece of scrap paper
before you start writing your story.

Kindness Challenge
Design bookmarks that promote
and encourage kindness. Give a
bookmark to brighten someone’s
day! You could give a bookmark to
your friends, family, or neighbour
Send by post or –with an adult- put
them through their letterbox.

Art Challenge
Drawing. It is very important to
practice drawing and especially
drawing from real life objects.
Collect 5 to 10 objects that mean
something to you. Place them on a
table in front of where you are
going to draw them. Think about
the arrangement of the objects.
Are you happy with the layout?
Using a pencil only, think about
how you can use shading to create
the light and dark areas on your
object.
Favourite Characters Challenge
Pick one of your favourite
characters from your favourite
book. Imagine, what would their
house be like? Draw some pictures
of their house: What food would
they have on their dinner table?
What pictures would be hanging
on the wall? What would their
garden be like and what clothes
would they have in their
wardrobe?

Learn a new skill Challenge
Is there something you would like
to teach yourself or ask a family
member to show you? Think about
something you have seen other
people doing that you haven’t tried
before, it could be : • Knitting •
Sewing • Model making • Cooking
• Making a musical instrument •
British Sign Language - teach
yourself some greetings
You can learn lots of new skills by
watching tutorials on Youtube.
Geography Challenge
My community…. What’s special
about where you live? Find out as
many facts as you can about the
community where you live. 1. Do
you live in a village, a town or a
city? 2. How many people live
there? 3. What is it well known
for? 4. Do any famous people
come from your community? 5.
What facilities does it have, shops,
library, café, museum, anything
else? 6. What’s your favourite
thing about living there? 7. What’s
one thing you would like to
change? 8. How would you
encourage other people to visit?
Create a promotional video, fact
sheet or write an article or blog.

Growing Challenge
Grow Food from Kitchen Scraps—did
you know with little effort and a pinch
of creativity you can devise some very
imaginative indoor gardens from your
kitchen leftovers! Kitchen scrap
gardening is when you grow plants from
items you'd normally throw away!
Carrots and celery are so easy.
https://kidsgardening.org/gardenactivities-kitchen-scrap-gardening/
Take photographs of all the stages of
your new plant growing and keep a
chart of how long it took.
Creative Challenge
Use your imagination to design a crazy,
funny, silly or scary sock monster. Draw
your monster design and describe its
features. Give your monster a name and
a backstory, and label the materials
you’ll use to bring it to life. Now, recycle
an old sock and make your monster
come to life! Sew or decorate your
monster with recycled materials.

Reading Challenge
Read three different types of book.
You could choose… • Folklore and
Fairy Tales • Magic and Mystery •
Sport • Spooky • Funny •
Adventure
Use our online elibrarykenningtonprimary.wheelers.co.

Cooking Challenge
Plan and prepare a delicious
breakfast to share with family. It’s
up to you whether you choose a
hot or cold breakfast! Try to
include some colourful fruit or
vegetables for a delicious, healthy
feast.

